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The Toyota UZ engine family is a gasoline [1] fueled valve quad-camshaft V8 piston engine
series used in Toyota's luxury offerings and sport utility vehicles. The 4. The engine is
oversquare by design, with a bore and stroke size of The water pump is also driven by the cam
belt. The connecting rods and crankshaft are constructed of steel. The pistons are
hypereutectic. Its resemblance to a race engine platform 6 bolt cross mains and over square
configuration was confirmed in by David Currier in an interview with v-eight. It was planned to
be used on GT vehicles, however its subsequent use in the Daytona Prototype use had not been
planned. In its standard, original trim with The engine was slightly revised in with lighter
connecting rods and pistons and an increased compression ratio to In , Toyota's VVT-i variable
valve timing technology was introduced along with a further compression ratio increase to The
2UZ-FE was a 4. Unlike its other UZ counterparts, this version uses a cast iron block to increase
durability, as it was designed for low-revving, high-torque pickup and SUV applications.
Applications calendar years : [7]. The 3UZ-FE , is a 4. It has an aluminum engine block and
aluminum DOHC cylinder heads. In , the engine was linked to a six-speed automatic in
applications with improved fuel efficiency. Applications calendar years : [2]. In , a marine
derivative of the UZ powerplant was produced for boating applications. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Retrieved The 10 best engines of ". Ward's Auto World.
Archived from the original on Ward's Auto. Japan: Toyota. Retrieved â€” via Flight Global. The
New York Times. Waterski Magazine. Categories : Toyota engines V8 engines Gasoline engines
by model. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from July
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota Motor Corporation. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Multi-point fuel
injection. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota UZ engines. It is Toyota's longest
running series of models and the second longest-running SUV in production behind the
Chevrolet Suburban. Production of the first generation of the Land Cruiser began in [2] as
Toyota's version of a Jeep -like vehicle. The Land Cruiser's reliability and longevity have led to
huge popularity, especially in Australia , where it is the best-selling body-on-frame , four-wheel
drive vehicle. As of [update] , the Land Cruiser J is available in many markets. The Land Cruiser
is also hugely popular in Africa, where it is used by farmers, NGO's, UN and humanitarian
organizations, by national armies often the pickup version as well as by irregular armed groups
who turn them into ' technicals ' by mounting machine guns in the rear. The Japanese military
authorities ordered Toyota to produce a similar vehicle but to alter the appearance. Later in , the
Japanese government instructed Toyota to produce a light truck for Japan's military. The
half-ton truck features an upright front grille, flat front wheel arches that angled down and back
like the FJ40, headlights mounted above the wheel arches on either side of the radiator, and a
folding windshield. Unlike the U. Jeep, the AK10 had limited use and photographs of it in the
battlefield are rare. In June , responding to claims of trademark violation by the Willys Company
that produced the original Jeep, then Director of Technology Hanji Umehara renamed the
vehicle "Land Cruiser. However, a lot of lessons learned while developing the AK10 were
applied when developing the BJ. In , the Korean War created demand for a military light utility
vehicle. The war put a Jeep on Japan's doorstep. The United States government ordered
vehicles with the then-new Willys specifications and tasked Toyota to manufacture them. This
came from the demand for military-type utility vehicles, much like the British Land Rover Series
1 that was developed in The Jeep BJ was larger than the original U. Jeep and more powerful
courtesy of its Type B 3. It had a part-time four-wheel drive system like the Jeep. However, and
unlike the Jeep, the Jeep BJ had no low-range transfer case. In July , Toyota's test driver Ichiro
Taira drove the next generation of the Jeep BJ prototype up to the sixth stage of Mount Fuji , the
first vehicle to climb that height. Impressed by this feat, the NPA quickly placed an order for of
these offroad vehicles, making the Jeep BJ their official patrol car. For the first two years,
manufacture was exclusively to order and in small volumes. The next year, the name "Land
Cruiser" was coined by the technical director Hanji Umehara. I had to come up with a name for
our car that would not sound less dignified than those of our competitors. That is why I decided
to call it 'Land Cruiser'", he recalls. The models were renamed:. Note: the new B diesel engine
was different from the B petrol engine used in the original BJ. Production of the Land Cruiser in
Venezuela ended in The 70 series is also still marketed in Australia as 4-door wagon, 2-door
'Troop Carrier', 2-door cab-chassis and 4-door cab-chassis. The 70 series is also still being
marketed in the Middle East as a 2-door and 4-door version as an SUV, and a 2-door and 4-door
version as a pickup, and it is very popular there along with the regular Land Cruiser. The Land
Cruiser 55 was produced from to Toyota refers to the FJ55G and FJ55V as the first "real" station
wagon in the Land Cruiser series, thus marking the beginning of the station wagon bodystyle. It

was the first Land Cruiser to have fully enclosed box frame members. Of all the Land Cruiser
wagons sold in the U. The Land Cruiser 60 series was produced from through , for most
markets but the Cumana Plant in Venezuela continued production until for their local market. It
is a front engine, four-door wagon which can seat five to eight [ citation needed ] people. Like all
of the Land Cruiser generations, it is well known in the off-road world for its off-road abilities. It
had swing-out back doors, which were replaced by a tailgate and hatch in The J80 was initially
offered in two versions in these countries: the fully loaded VX and an entry level model that
included a vinyl interior with optional air conditioning. In , the entry model was upgraded to a
medium equipped model named Autana, including cloth upholstery, standard air conditioning
and power driver seat. The name is a reference to the Tepui mesa Autana , a spectacular plateau
and cave system along the Guiana Shield craton. Land Cruiser sales reached 2 million vehicles.
R means Right hand drive version, excluding Japanese domestic market. In January , the series
Land Cruiser was introduced to replace the 8-year-old 80 series. Development began in under
code name T, with the final design being frozen in mid There are two distinct versions of the
series, the and the The two versions look very similar, but there are significant differences
under the bodywork. Despite these differences and official model names, both the and are
collectively known as the series. The carried over the majority of its chassis and powertrain
from the series with coil suspended solid axles front and rear, and straight-6 petrol and diesel
engines. This system uses the headlight projectors emitting near infrared light aimed like the
car's highbeam headlights and a CCD camera then captures that reflected radiation, this signal
is then processed by a computer which produces a black-and-white image which is projected
on the lower section of the windshield. The models were fitted with a slightly wider chassis, [37]
independent front suspension IFS and two new engines. The change to IFS was a first for a
Land Cruiser, and was made in combination with rack-and-pinion steering to improve on-road
handling. However it also limited the vehicle's off-road capability and durability, hence the
decision to offer the solid axle models alongside the IFS models in some markets was made.
The table below identifies the range of and models and their worldwide availability. Despite the
and bodies being very similar, there are some exterior visual indications between both models.
The most obvious is the front end of the vehicle often appearing lower than the rear on the
models, due to the IFS. The other indicator is the design of the wheels. The models have almost
flat wheel designs, while the models have dished wheels. This difference allows both versions
to retain similar wheel tracks, despite the having a relatively wider axle track to allow for the IFS
system. The introduction of a V8 engine was also a first for a Land Cruiser, and was specifically
intended to improve sales in the North-American market, where it was the only engine available.
Australian 4WD Monthly magazine stated "We will never forgive Toyota for going independent
at the front with the mighty 4. In , Toyota celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Land Cruiser
with commemorative models offered in several countries. Total global production to date was 3.
The series remained in production until late , with several minor facelifts such as headlights,
taillights, front grille, rear spoiler and specification changes introduced over the years. The
series is generally considered a durable and reliable vehicle, however there have been three
known issues identified, generally for vehicles operating in harsh conditions:. In , a 5-year
development plan on a successor to the series platform commenced under Sadayoshi Koyari
and Tetsuya Tada. By , 10 years after the design selection of its predecessor in , a final
production design was settled on for the J Prototype related tests were conducted for over 2
years between and early The redesigned Toyota Land Cruiser was introduced in late Known as
the Series, it shares the Lexus LX 's platform and overall design. The frame was new, derived
from the second-generation Tundra [ citation needed ] but shortened and strengthened by 20
percent. Bigger brake rotors and calipers were added and the front suspension was
strengthened. The underbelly is also protected by skid plates. The roof pillars were redesigned
to better protect occupants in a rollover. The Series encountered some criticism due to its bland
body restyling, with some [ who? The vehicle entered production in September and was
available for sale from September or November, depending on country. It became available in
Venezuela for sale in early November of the same year under the local nickname of "Roraima"
taken from Mount Roraima. The Series, offered numerous features and upgrades over its
predecessor not limited to the cosmetic changes made to the body and interior, including:.
Various driver assist technologies not offered on previous models are included as standard,
including:. In Japan, the Land Cruiser had an update in when it received the 4. In the Middle
East, the Land Cruiser series was introduced in late as a model, for to there was three engine
choices:. In North America, the Land Cruiser series is offered with one trim level and engine, the
5. Beige or black leather upholstery is standard along with a 14 speaker JBL sound system. For
the model year, Toyota added all previously optional safety and luxury options as standard. The
Land Cruiser now gets pushbutton start, HID headlights with beam level adjustment, a power

moonroof, automatic rain sensing windshield wipers, heated and ventilated perforated leather
front and only heated rear seats, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, bluetooth, rearview
camera with parking sensors, navigation system, HD radio and Entune. In August , Toyota
launched an updated, face-lifted version of the J Land Cruiser in Japan, which was later sold
globally. This version first appeared in the United States in for the model year. The new version
has several mechanical changes, including a new 8-speed electronically controlled automatic
transmission ECT-i mated to the original 5. Updates to the front fascia, grill, headlamps with
daylight running lamps , rear tail lamps and bumpers were the main exterior highlights of the
facelift. Interior changes included a new multimedia system and interface with larger screens
front and back, as well as refreshed interior styling. The 4. Trim levels were the 4. Toyota will
only build vehicles and they will only be available as a 5-seater sold in the United States. Sales
are expected to begin in the third quarter of for the model year. In August , Toyota Land Cruiser
cumulative global sales surpassed 10 million units. Owing to its durability and reliability, the
Land Cruiser, along with the smaller Toyota Hilux , has become popular among militant groups
in war-torn regions. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Studebaker
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Retrieved 12 February Retrieved 16 April Japan: Toyota. Archived from the original on 25 March
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine,
rear-wheel-drive. Front engine , four-wheel drive. Kitano Kizo [28] [29] [30]. Toyota Land Cruiser
J Pre-facelift. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota Land Cruiser. Subcompact
crossover. RAV4 XA C-HR AX Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Venza AV Venza XU
Highlander XU Compact SUV. FJ Cruiser XJ Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Land Cruiser J
Sequoia XK Previa XR Sienna XL Tacoma N Tundra XK Cami J Rush J Raize A Urban Cruiser.
Yaris Cross XP Rush F Rush Fâ€” Voltz E Corolla Cross XG Blizzard LD Harrier XU Hilux Sport
Rider. Land Cruiser Light J Land Cruiser Prado J Sequoia XK30â€” Mega Cruiser BXD Kei
pickup truck. Pixis Truck Sâ€” Pickup truck. Stout RK Kijang F Kijang pickup F Hilux Nâ€” Hilux
AN10â€” Hilux ANâ€” Tacoma Nâ€” Land Cruiser pickup J Non-Toyota platform. The latest
engine versions after were equipped with a VVTi Variable Valve Timing system for the intake
camshafts. Compression ratio rating is 9. The crankshaft is supported by 5 bearings. These
bearings are made of aluminum alloy. The engine is equipped with a fully balanced steel
crankshaft with five journals and eight counterweights. The 2UZ-FE engine used forged and
sintered connecting rods. Pistons are made of high temperature-resistant aluminum alloy.
Piston pins are the full-floating type. After the piston shape was changed and oil jets were
introduced to cool the pistons. To conserve mass, plastic region tightening bolts are used for
the crankshaft bearing caps and connecting rod caps. The cylinder heads are made of
aluminum alloy, with a cross-flow type intake and exhaust layout and with pentroof type

combustion chambers. The intake camshafts are driven by the timing belt, and a gear on the
intake camshaft engages with a gear on the exhaust camshaft to drive it. The intake valve head
diameter is To actuate the valves, this engine used inner-shim type, steel valve lifters that are
crowned on the side-sliding portion to reduce friction. For the engine version after , lead-free
valve seats are used. The 2UZ-FE motor was not equipped with hydraulic valve lifters, therefore
special shims are used to adjust the valve clearance. Calculate the thickness of new adjusting
valve shim so valve clearance comes within specified values. Valve shims are available in 41
sizes range from 2. We try to use verified sources and official documentation, however,
differences between sources or errors in entering information may occur. We do not provide
advice on technical issues related to the engines operation or repair. We do not recommend
using provided information for engines repairing engines or spare parts ordering, use only
official service manuals and spare-parts catalogs. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Contact As. Dear visitors, this site is not a trading platform, an official dealer or a
spare parts supplier, so we do not have any price lists or spare parts catalogs. We are an
information portal and provide the technical specifications of gasoline and diesel engines.
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to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
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filter change 6. Idle speed: 29 kPa 0. Currently, Toyota only offers the 4Runner with a V6. But the
4 th -gen Toyota 4Runner also offered a V8. The 4 th -gen Toyota 4Runner has had some notable
issues , rusting frames being particularly egregious, but the later models are just as
off-road-capable as new 4Runners. And while it does a fairly sterling reputation, its one fault, as
some Expedition Portal forum users put it , is cracking its exhaust manifold. The issue,
according to Canadian Gearhead and CarSpec , is with the 4. Catalytic converters need to be
warmed up properly in order to lower emissions. So, as Toyota 4Runner owner forum users
explain, to help the V8 comply with emissions standards during cold starts, Toyota incorporated
a secondary converter into the exhaust manifold. Alllllllrighty then. However, according to
Tundra World and Expedition Portal forum users, this design forced engineers to make the
metal there thin. Thus, as the metal heats and cools, it expands and shrinks, eventually
cracking. This causes a leak and catalytic converter failure, causing, as many forum users and
CarComplaints reports have cited, a horrible sulfur smell. CarComplaints notes that the issue
was enough of a problem for Toyota to issue an official technical service bulletin. And none of
the other trucks or SUVs that had the 4. However, while the parts did fit, they had the same
design flaw. This is also the most expensive solution, as many Toyota 4Runners with V8s are
out of warranty. It is possible for a skilled mechanic to simply weld the crack shut. However, it
appears that this is, at best, a temporary fix. There is another solution, though.
Commonly-recommended brands are Doug Thorley , Pacesetter , and Dorman. Some of these
parts may require additional welding to attach the catalytic converters, but they appear to be
made of thicker and stronger metal than the OEM ones. However, these parts are not state
emissions-legal. Especially if you live in California, this solution may not be feasible. One
additional caveat about aftermarket exhaust manifolds: according to Expedition Portal owner
forum users, Toyota modified the manifold design for the and model years. Follow more
updates from MotorBiscuit on our Facebook page. Why the Toyota 4Runner V8 can be
problematic. View this post on Instagram. The Toyota's 4. That is why it has more significant
displacement, low-rev, and high-torque output. Unfortunately, it severely affected the weight of
the engine. But in the rest, the 2UZ engine block has the similar design and dimensions except
increased bore and stroke. It also has a 90 degree 'V' angle, the 21 mm cylinder bank offset, and
bore pitch is The engine has a steel crankshaft with eight counterweights and five main journals
the 1UZ crankshaft has six journals , forged and sintered connecting rods, aluminum alloy
pistons with skirts coated with tin plating for a friction reduction. On top of the cylinder's bank,
there are aluminum heads. Each one has intake and exhaust camshafts, four valves per
cylinder. The engine got the same method for camshaft rotation - the intake camshafts are
driven by a timing belt, the exhaust camshafts are driven by gears on the intake camshaft. The
design of the valvetrain for 2UZ is the same as for 1UZ. The exhaust and intake valve located on

opposite sides with an angle of The diameter of the intake valves is a The engine has steel solid
valve lifters, so valve clearances need a periodic adjustment. The early versions of 2UZ-FE had
a simple aluminum intake manifold with a long intake manifold port. The engine used the
heat-barrier gasket between two metal gaskets fitted between the intake manifold and each
cylinder head. In the first years of production, the engine had a conventional throttle body, and
the electronically controlled throttle body system Toyota's ETCS-i system was introduced in
late The injection system used eight four-hole type fuel injectors one for each cylinder , the
mass air flow meter, and two air-fuel ratio sensors. The engine is equipped with Toyota's Direct
Ignition System DIS which uses individual ignition coils for all eight cylinders and iridium spark
plugs. In addition to that, there are two knock sensors and the Electronic Spark Advance
technology for management and adjustment of ignition timing to prevent knocking. The system
controls almost all the essential parameters of the engine: throttle position, coolant
temperature, air volume, etc. According to this information, it can adjust intake camshaft timing
and improve the output and efficiency of the engine at low, mid and high rpm. The second
recognizable features is a plastic intake manifold with variable intake port length. The system
has two stage of intake port length: the long one is for low-engine speeds and, the short is for at
higher engine speeds. The compression ratio was increased up to But from the 4. The 2UZ-FE
engines are almost bulletproof, the most reliable and durable engines from the Toyota
corporation. These engines do not have any design flaws, meaning lash, noise, wheezing
cannot be found. The engine has a timing belt that needs the replacement every 90, miles. The
timing belt is costly but on the other hand is a lot of extra money to repair the considerable
engine disaster because of the pistons will hit the valves if the timing belt breaks. Thankfully,
the cast iron block is more durable and repairable more easily. The engine longevity depends
on how well and periodically was maintenance, the quality of oil and gas, driven style and
conditions. But the non-problem average mileage for cars with the 2UZ-FE is about , miles.
Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material.
Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement,
cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine
oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. Filter Results. New Search Filter
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Install the app. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Thread starter mdsims Start date Oct 26, Watchers Hey all, venturing
over from the 40 section. Looking to pick up a used 4th gen 4runner. Looking at a and , both
with the 4. Generally speaking, how well do these engines do when they start to get up there in
miles. One has k, the other k. Not looking for a long term hold, thinking years then sell it. Both
are well maintained, decently documented service on each rig up until about K then the records
taper off, laziness I'd assume. Just thought I'd ask the crowd here about the V8's longevity. I'm
quite familiar with the 4. Thanks much, Matt. Well, lets see Beat to hell.. Says all he has done to
it is maintenance and tires. Original transmission and engine.. I could not tell the engine was
even on it was His miles? Toyota's V8's are sweet. I bought an '05 Tundra. They put that 4.
Timing belt changes are important as it is an interference motor. Look in the classifieds and see
how many of them are up in the K range. Then try and find a decent one Not so easy.. People
dont let these go. The has k on it. Drove it yesterday. Quiet, clean, responsive, no odd noises,

no leaks, good smooth power, decent amount of maintenance records. Pretty impressed.
What's not mentioned is of the second timing belt was done. First was at k. So assuming same
owner, it may be due. Did see shiny gasket material and it looked like the front had been opened
up recently which would suggest the second belt has been done. Not sure. Interior was pristine.
The 3. I sold my first tundra with K on the clock. My biz partner has a Tundra that he drives
every day with K on the clock, we got it with 90K on it and have only replaced the trans one time
at K. All we do is regular maintenance. Hell it doesn't even leak or burn oil. I sold my 2nd Tundra
with K on the clock and I just got a beater with K on the clock. My wife's Sequoia had K on it
when we sold it to get her Sienna. Joined Aug 22, Messages 2, Location Jersey, I picked up an
'04 Tundra DC early this summer with k miles on it. It runs like a top. I have no worries and will
not look back. I've seen several 4. Glad to hear the positive feedback. I pulled the trigger on the
04 4runner with k. It was a bargain! The interior was perfect, all the plastics fit together well an
din good condition, seems like it only ever saw highway miles. Now stocking up on floor mats,
new driver seat belt, and the parts to get rid of this 'double decker' system in the rear cargo
area. Joseph H. Joined Oct 17, Messages 70 Location Texas. I've had to replace my alternator
once and everything else has been routine maintenance. It's very reliable and shows no signs of
wavering. Double decker rear platform removed! Anyone want it?! All required pieces included. I
bought it. Full tune up and all fluids, timing belt, miscellaneous new weather stripping and
interior refresh. Runs great. Added a new double din CD player with Bluetooth for hands free
calling too. Joined Jun 6, Messages 3. I have an 09 with k. Got it with k and did timing belt
Alternator and battery around k Also a common problem is the AIPS which I did at a local
mechanic, some folks bypass it entirely. It was covered under warranty. Just last week, had a
shudder at mph under light acceleration. I was nervous but it is silky smooth once again. Good
word! The 04 just rolled over something thousand. Maybe k, hard to recall. Very impressed. I did
the full tranny flush too about 3k ago, well worth the extra effort even if just for peace of mind. A
full steering refresh so to speak. And endless list really, and the 40 is sitting there in neglect.
Last edited: May 12, Charlton Lafitte. Sold my cruiser with k and the motor was strong as ever.
A friend has a 4Runner with well over k on the 4. Joined Jan 31, Messages Location Si'ahl.
Seeing as there is currently two Tundras with the 4. You can post to their wall with questions or
bragging posts about reliability and good luck with whatever model you have. Id say k is VERY
routine for these motors. I'll jump on the bandwagon as a 4. We had a Sequioa, but k hard miles
towing, two teenage boys, etc, and it never gave us a fit, except when we didn't change the
spark plugs and they eventually after k miles came out of the truck taking the coil pack with
them. We now have a and love the engine. Has anyone put one of these into an 80 series?
Joined Jul 26, Messages 5 Location Utah. I have a 2UZ-FE with k on the clock. You must log in
or register to reply here. Similar threads T. Replies 20 Views 1K. Mar 1, JLee. Scored Unicorn.
The holy grail of series. Replies Views 89K. Nov 1, implayaz9. Replies 19 Views 4K. Aug 9,
jstalford. Replies Views K. Feb 10, JunkCrzr Pardon the blasphemy, but IronYuppy Dec 16,
Series Tech 3 4 5. Replies 95 Views 10K. Jan 1, PDoyle. Users who are viewing this thread. Log
in Your username or email address. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. This 32 valve dual
overhead cam motor has a cast iron block and aluminum cylinder heads specifically designed
with increased durability for use in pickups and SUVs like the Toyota Landcruiser, Sequoia and
Tundra. The 2UZFE was introduced to the market in and its last production year ended in Not to
be confused with a rebuilt 2UZFE long block, our XP1 series comes completely remanufactured
with the addition of certain key upgrades that allows this engine to maximize performance and
increase longevity. When building a Toyota 4. Every 4. Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed
by steel micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned,
we begin our precision boring and honing process. Using a carbon two-stage power hone we
can maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely meet the recommended RMA readings.
Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with strict accordance to factory
recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro polished to achieve a 12 RMA
reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and sealing
of the head gasket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and
seals that feature the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and
longevity. These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to
eliminate the chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated
their block using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple
angled cutters are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All
valves, valve springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting and
exceeding OEM specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every

remanufactured long block has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws
and failure points that can be found in many of today's engines. Toyota 2UZ-FE 4. Tax excluded
Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom 4. Product Details. Condition New
product. Discussion in ' 2nd Gen Tundras ' started by Aron , Apr 22, Log in or Sign up. Toyota
Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access,
you need to register for a FREE account. Newb here, 4. Post Reply. Been looking for a new
truck, crashed my Tacoma last week. Great truck, sad to see her go, walked away from a nasty
accident without a scratch, raining on the interstate, somebody pulled out in front of me, spun,
head on into the center wall at 40mph. Anyways, been looking for a bit newer Tacoma, budget of
about 15k tops. Found this about 2 hours away, looks like a good deal, clean truck, I like the
color combo, lowish miles, but it has the 4. So a few questions about the 4. Has a timing belt,
right? Gas mileage any better than the 5. This is a 2wd truck BTW Went to fueleconomy. Hows
the power?? Is this thing going to be a dog? I've driven a Tundra with the 5. Wasn't all that
impressed, but that was an older truck, I think the 4. That's the main thing I'm worried about, am
I going to miss the extra power?? Is it going to be a dog?? Aron , Apr 22, The 4. It was the one
in the million mile Tundra. The gas mileage is similar, but the extra power is great when you
really need it. Stulloh , Rex Kramer , 15whtrd and 1 other person like this. Go for a truck with the
5. GiantsFanDan , Apr 22, GNTundra likes this. For some reason, your story is very familiar. I
too had a Tacoma, it came to an end under similar circumstances, and I too hesitated about the
big ole 5. The room and comfort more than make up for that though. Welcome Aaron. It's just
my opinion but I'd hold out for a 5. Chukardog likes this. Welcome from Texas, 5. Welcome from
Ohio 5. Prostar , Apr 23, Welcome to the forum. You will hardly find anyone say that they wish
they've gotten a 4. Definitely look for a 5. I have the 4. You are right that it has the timing belt, so
that can be costly to replace at the mileage intervals, but just part of the regular maintenance.
Gas mileage is not going to be much different, if any, in the 4. I will say I have never driven a 5. I
would have liked to have gotten a 5. I would suggest making the trip to go drive it and see what
you think. That is a really sharp looking truck, and if it fits your needs and you like it, I'd say go
for it! Welcome from CO. COMiamiFan , Apr 23, Couple of comments. I owned a with the 4. Still
runs like the day I drove it off the lot and my daughter who bought it from me will probably put
several , miles more on it. I now own a new with the 5. Here are some things to consider: 1 4. If a
clearance goes out of spec. Zero maintenance on this system. This and negligible difference in
MPG. Plus, the 5. Bergmen , Apr 23, NCinCO , parker44 and kenomouth64 like this. If you are not
holding the line, abandon your ship. Destruction is inevitable without more to hold the line! Well
went down to Beaman Toyota, drove a gold 4wd Crew Max is that what they call the big cab???
Had the 5. I've had fast cars, it felt about as quick as my old Cadillac Fleetwood with the LT1 V8
when it was stock. Main thing that impressed me with this motor is it has great low end power,
but it loves to sing. Flooring it on the test drive, 60 to 85mph was pretty damn impressive. After
driving that, I'm not settling for the small engine. That truck I looked at was WAY overpriced for
the condition it was in. I live in Nashville, trucks should be rust free, this one was not. Plus I
don't really care if the truck is 4wd or the huge cab option, I actually like the smaller cab option
that has more bed. Once again overpriced junk, front pass fender had been repainted, you could
see the damage in the engine compartment. It drove great, but it wasn't nearly as nice as that
Tundra. Seats weren't as comfortable, the relation of the pedals, steering wheel, seating
position is MUCH better in the Tundra. Also that cab was A LOT tighter. Not quite as small as
my damn Tacoma reg cab, but I was expecting the seats to be farther apart, and for there to be a
bit more room behind my seat. Those are basically kids under 12 seats back there. Power was
pretty good though, I liked that V6. Had good low end shove, moved decently in that mph test
on the highway. It felt a lot more peppy than my dad's Tacoma with the smaller 3. Aron , Apr 29,
Loving these high resale value stories. Professional Hand Model , Apr 30, Boerseun likes this.
So I've test drove a couple of Tundras, both of them made this same noise with the fan motor on
the interior. It was sort of a clickty sound, like a piece of paper was stuck in the fan motor or
something. Not ridiculously loud, but you did notice it, especially at slower speeds. Is that a
common problem??? How hard is it to change out the fan blower motor?? I don't want to buy
something then realise it needs a full dashboard out service. Aron , May 1, Welcome from Obx. I
had a Tacoma for 15 years. Recently I got a 5. Bappa , May 2, Well I drove a 4. I think I'm going
to buy it. Felt a bit stronger than the 4. Plus the 4. Has bluetooth for the phone too, which is
cool. Aron , May 8, Black Wolf likes this. Law , May 8, I'm a big newb with these tundras. I have a
embarrassing story about mine but still had to end up the way it did anyway. I was new to
tundras shopping around and wanted a crewmax for the right price. I didn't even know that the
2nd gen body style came with the older 4. I bought it thinking it was a 5. Was the cheapest one I
could find with low miles, crewmax, 4x4 and a color that wasn't that brown or bright blue and
had the little lift that would satisfy my wants. Power didn't seem bad on the test drive. I live in a

hilly area in cali and although it has sufficient power all the talk of the 5. I imagine I could FLY
with hp more. Don't really tow anything but it's the whole point of the thing! And now I almost
wish that it didn't had the level kit and 33s. If I were to take off the level kit and go back to stock
size tires on it I really wonder how much of a difference it would make? Anyone want to chime
in? Punisher17 , May 15, I have another question. Can a ECU programmer boost performance on
the 07 4. And not affect mpg too crazy.. That sucks you bought it thinking it was the 5. I'm sure
if I were to drive a stock one side by side I would be able to tell, but my truck just looks soo
much better than it did at first and I'm willing to sacrifice. Punisher17 you mentioned 33's, but
there are a few different sizes that are considered 33's. Which one are you running? They are
both considered 33's overall, but the 's will have more impact on performance than my 's. I drive
an '02 4. Both are excellent, but the 5. Rex Kramer , May 15, My 01 and 05 had the 4. I have the 5.
One radiator and one water pump hasn'
77 cj5
timing belt replacement guide
2006 kia sedona repair manual
t everyone Here in colorado the 5. Black Wolf , May 15, Thank you guys for all the input it was
helpful lol. I am running 33x I always loved the 4. It would roast the tires so easy.. Overall I don't
think I could've found a 5. Maybe will trade up for a new 5. And has anyone used a programmer
on a stock 07 4. Last edited: May 15, I thought it was a 5. Hideout travel trailer really great
without much effort going of the Cascades here in Oregon. Probably about lbs. And when not
towing it can tear up the road great. Seadawg1 , Jul 2, I 2 would go with the 5. I have a with the
4. But it's not a 5. I have a crewmax 4x4 with the 5. I do my own maintenance and it takes me 4
hrs to change the timing belt and water pump. Show Ignored Content. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota
Vehicle Harness. Cllena Car 12V 24V to 5V 3. Quick Charge 3. Aluminum 5. Viair 88P Portable Air
Compressor. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

